Effects of compound heterozygosity at the Xpd locus on cancer and ageing in mouse models.
XPD is a helicase subunit of transcription factor IIH, an eleven-protein complex involved in a wide range of cellular activities including transcription and nucleotide excision DNA repair (NER). Mutations in NER genes including XPD can lead to a variety of overlapping syndromes with three general categories of symptoms in addition to sun (UV) sensitivity: severe skin cancer predisposition as in xeroderma pigmentosum (XP), segmental progeria as in trichothiodystrophy (TTD) and Cockayne syndrome (CS), and a combination of both as in XP/CS and XP/TTD. Genetic background and compound heterozygosity are two factors potentially complicating straightforward interpretations of genotype-phenotype relationship at the XPD locus. Previously we showed that the presence of two different mutant Xpd alleles in compound heterozygous mice could in principle contribute to disease heterogeneity through biallelic effects, including dominance of one mutant allele over another and interallelic complementation between mutant alleles, in a tissue-specific manner. Here we report on the interaction between different mutant alleles in compound heterozygous mice carrying one XP/CS-associated allele (Xpd(G602D)) and one TTD-associated allele (Xpd(R722W)) relative to homozygous controls in an isogenic background over a range of metabolic and UV-induced DNA damage-related phenotypes. We found complementation of metabolic phenotypes including body weight and insulin sensitivity, but none for any of the measured responses to UV irradiation. Instead, we found dominance of the partially functional TTD allele over the XPCS allele in most aspects of the response to UV irradiation including sunburn and skin cancer in vivo or cellular proliferation and DNA damage foci formation in vitro. These data support to a model of genotype-phenotype relationship at the XPD locus in which interactions between different recessive diseases alleles are a potent source of disease heterogeneity in compound heterozygous patients.